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It’s incredible that Conjure! was born just a year
ago in late August 2014. Our sights were set on
collective and mutual creation-- a desire to
reach a healing vibration layered with spiritual
folk-healing, creative resistance, and a love
politic through visionary risk-taking--took into
this realm. We celebrate and memorialize some
of our adventures in this story!

Gratefully we were able to shape the foundation of our incubation
space within three months. We filed some papers to become a DC

non-profit. We joined the Washington Peace Center as our fiscal
sponsor, a larger organization with 501(c)3 tax exemption that we

can use. We built and designed our website. We founded the
Conjuring Blog, a documentary for our goings-on and conversations,

with our inaugural Our Eyes Are Watchin’ feature. We also received a
seed grant from the local foundation, Diverse City Fund, as we

explored the sustainable ways in which we wanted to be collectively
funded and resourced in our long arc of justice.

Building Our Infrastructure



The Voice Curator asked three fierce forces of Black feminine
power to guide them in conjurin’ creation. These majikal women--

Amber N. Williams, Andrea Thompson, and Evelyn Bandoh--not
only brought their wise counsel to bear but encouraged us to

form our own healing circle. This year, we have convened four
times by voice, twice in-person, and countless times by energetic

intuition.

Last winter, the Voice Curator hosted a silent solstice fire in the
backyard where they stay. All who sought quiet, sacred reflection
were invited; many were unable to join. So, another was hosted in
December, this time under the ceremony of Drea Thompson. Three

more followed into the spring, which attracted dozens of
spiritually-inspired justice workers, from yogis to educators. The
“communal fire” and its surrounding urban silence served as a

beacon during the brutally harsh winter months.

Fire & Silence

Spirit-Council-ed

Conjure! is grateful for their leadership,
their sense of humor, their empathy,

their ritual, their witness, their
mediumship, their wide heartedness,

their ubiquity of generous being, like so
many powerful Black womyn tend to do.
We are humbled by your magnificence,

and offer infinite appreciation.



The majik inherent in creativity-inspired Black relationships sewed
fertile ground for “In Laughing Color: For Queerky Folks Who

Considered the Mic When Comedy Central Was Not Enuf,” a “life
affirming” comedy collaboration centering trans and queer

Black/people of color. A spark of an idea roared into a six-week
workshop series and groundbreaking showcase with creative-force,

Griffin Moore, and DC-King commedinne, Chelsea Shorte.

Its overwhelming response, including a sold-
out 200 seat show, reminds us that the ol’
healing tradition of storytelling through
laughter-medicine is tried and true, and
that we can translate this tradition into a
brave new positive world. ILC debuts its
next workshop round in September 2015.

Spirit-sistas, Andrea Thompson and Amber N. Williams, organized
Conjure!’s first silent shamanic retreat for women of color. The
retreat’s vision was to offer an accessible sanctuary to “ritualize,
renew and reveal in silence” at the nearby Stone Song Awareness and
Nature Center.

Five of us, heart-led womyn healers of
color, sought weekend-long refuge in
mid-April for fasting, journeying, and
communing. The experience was life-
changing for some, storing away our
newly-generated surpluses into our
majikal reserves.

In Laughing Color

Silent Shamanic Retreat



One of the Voice Curator’s inspirations was to retrieve ancestral
stories which told of joy, resilience, and affirmation, during the

backdrop of #BlackLivesMatter uprisings. Captivated by Wisconsin-
based shaman, Marcelle Richards’ healing words practice--story-
writing and art sourced by shamanic journey--work was shaped.

Almah the Alchemist was our co-conspirator with our first playshop,
Play/Ground for the Spirit: Everyday Majik and Creative Altar-Making.

Two 2-part ancestral stories, The Enchanted Celebration & The Skeleton
Tree, were sourced, written, and published via blog under the theme of
Mother Moon. We tried to bring the project, and a story-circle, to the
Allied Media Conference this year, and while close, it wasn’t to be. 

We hope that these stories found homes in the hearts of those that they
reached, and that our ancestors, and land upon which their stories are

recorded, received our humble honorings.

Celebrating the Voice Curator’s 30th sun revolution during this lifetime,
playmates joined along in a Lynda Barry-inspired exercise, in which we

drew and animated our spirit-allies. Learning and re-shaping our
monsters is much more fun amidst flavored bubbles, ring pops, and

glowing bouncy balls, against the background of Stevie Wonder’s Visions.

At the end of playtime, we reveled in Almah’s wisdom about creative, living
and dream altars, as homes for our deepest longings and strongest

intentions, and created a modest altar for the community’s guardian spirit,
Sylvia Robinson, whose Emergence Community Arts Collective remains a

pharos of Park View, DC. Play/Ground was fun spiritin’ play!

Everyday Majik & Creative Altaring

Retrieving Ancestral Stories



People of conscience continue to rise up against the shameless terrorism
and brutalization of Black folks wrought by white supremacy. In DC, some

Black organizers found that white folks who intended to support them,
were actually replicating harm. These organizers asked a local social

justice institution, the Washington Peace Center, to provide more political
education for white folks of conscience building against white supremacy.
Conjure! was invited to host a post-training activity, which formed into its

first Liberatory Healing Circle.

Liberatory Healing was the union of two existing drum-meditations and
circles adapted by The Voice Curator on resonant themes of transforming
fear and cultivating forgiveness. A dozen folks entered two sacred circles

for “Liberatory Healing for White Supporters to Honor Black Lives” with
co-facilitators, The Voice Curator and Andrea Thompson.

  

We explored personal meanings of complicity, guilt, discernment,
ancestral legacy, courage, release, and rightful ownership, through

honesty, tension, rhythm, silence, tears, and reflection. Rooted in the
belief that white supremacy is cultural curse for which white folks are to
break, we provided a space for accountable white wholeness--humanity

and higher calling--that created room for more authentic, healed ways of
being, its reality beyond the healing circle serving as a love politic

practice.

The huge wave of responses from the series announcement, and positive
feedback from folks across color lines, was resoundingly strong. Liberatory

Healing reinforced  Conjure!’s deeply held values that accountability is
necessarily compassionate.

Liberatory Healing Circles



Conjure! was in on the the “healing justice” talk across the country.
The Voice Curator joined three others in a traveling panel with a
robust title, “Surviving The Other War on Women”: Exploring the

Criminalization and Punishment of Survivors of Trauma/Addiction via
Criminal, Legal, and Child Welfare Systems, and Building

Transformative Legal and Community Based Strategies for Change.”
“The “Other War on Women,” organized by rad-West Coast lawyer,
Lillian Hewko, opened up a space for survivors and supporters to

testify about, and envision alternatives to, mass incarceration and
welfare systems’ control over Black women’s bodies and sovereignty.

We joined up in Chi-town, at INCITE! Women of Color’s Color of
Violence convening, and in Amherst, Massachusetts, at the Civil

Liberties and Public Policy’s annual reproductive justice conference.
The Voice Curator drew from their lawyering heyday working

alongside prison survivors, and their current shamanic practice, to
facilitate a conversation about “love politic” and what it looks like in
DC, and other imaginary overlays, above the battlegrounds in which

we presently dwell. 

In Conversation with Healing Justice

Panelists & Participants at INCITE! Color of Violence
Conference, March 2015



The Conjure! vibration believes that the so-called War on Drugs
suffocates Black life throughout the US, as a tentacle of mass

incarceration. Charceil Kellam is among many human lives attempted to
be discarded due to drugs with an unconscionable sentence of two life

terms plus thirty years--for a single phone call.

Charceil Kellam’s phone call unwittingly implicated her in a “drug
conspiracy” in a small Virginia town where she had filed complaints for

police violence shortly before her indictment. The main architects of
drug sales cut deals for lesser sentences, as such are the perverse

economics of our so-called legal justice systems, leaving the cold gavel
of racial control to land on Charceil.

Conjure! is part of a multi-vibrational petitionary prayer for Charceil’s
release, and other precious lives captured by this deeply violent system.
The Voice Curator prepared her clemency petition to President Obama,

requesting relief under his initiative to release some prisoners, like
Charceil, impacted by now-repudiated drug sentencing laws. Conjure!

will continue to lift up her paper-prayer through poetry and other
intention-setting, alongside her family and other supporters, over the

next two years, while her petition is under review. 

In Struggle with Charceil



A practice in witness, vulnerability, and the politics of race/place,
conceived about the same time as Conjure!, came to life as Here/Hear,

with the help of Practice of Creation Studio. Here/Hear, originally
envisioned as a public healing project, morphed into a culture-lab as a

Fringe Festival performance art experience. The experience, described
by the Voice Curator as shared theater performance, intended to have

participants--called ”witness-mores”--see each other through the
violence of displacement, dispossession, and distance. Here/Hear was

loosely curated for the Witnesses, through the lens of Black
experience in DC, and by folk tradition, multimedia storytelling,

sound design, and well, simply being with each other.

Folks of color who joined the Experience described it as “bold” and
“inspiring.” People said that they felt something, were moved,

exposed, in a open multi-racial space. We are excited to give
He(a)r/e another life in the coming weeks by sharing video

segments of a performance with producer commentary on  the
Here/Hear Tumblr. 
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Art By Practice of Creation Studio



This year, most importantly, was
about building relationships with

other justice workers of DC committed
to healing justice from white

supremacy.

We participated in land healing at
Rock Creek Park. We displayed

automatic art at the Lamont Street
Collective. We showed up to facilitate

“Dear White Allies” workshop with
BlackLivesMatter DMV. We called for

prayer actions after Ferguson and
Baltimore uprisings. 

We served as Spor(a)cle at Good Sense
Farm’s Sporeprint, winter wellness

edition. We began a women’s
forgiveness healing circle at Bread for

the City in Southeast DC.  

We republished Daughter of Waters’ lunar blog posts. We spread the
good word about Mystic Genius’ Will The Way spiritual coaching series
for women of color. We gifted the interwebs about Energy Inspirations,

a new reiki-charged bath salts line. We uploaded, downloaded, tweeted,
and (face)booked all kinds of events and writing of our kin-folk.

Foremost, we had lots of hearty, honest conversations that were rich
moments in time. We tried to show up; we messed up; we interrupted;
we reshaped; and we were changed, from our seats of loving power. 

Building
Relationships



Our breathe contains so much, and more. Conjure!’s eyes, as we start our
second year, are watching our next stage of expansion.  

We enjoyed the experimentation of free collaboration this year, and, this
coming year, we see ourselves more focused to deepen our collaborative
relationships. We want the robustness of our work to be even more evident,
and made more manifest on the earth plane.

Too, it’s time for us to spend more energy on sustainable support for our
labor, and make one or two places our physical “home,” as to better balance
our bullish passion with owlish wisdom.

We paid attention to themes as well: our two “center” love politic practices
are liberatory healing circles and “healing-in-public” projects, which we
pray simultaneously heal the past, deepen the present, and create the future. 

Thank you World, and DC, for welcoming us. We’re building our ship!

Our Eyes Are Watching...

Love, The Voice Curator


